
Chapter 4
Basic Rowing Technique
by Kris Konaiwtski

Introduction An athlete's technical proficiency, combined with a good physical
epacity, can greatly enhance the level of his or hcr performance.
etinougn the role of technique is common to every sport, rowing
requires considerable tecfinical proficiency in order to achievc a high
level of perfon1ance. It does not help to develop strength, endurance
and other physiological capabilities if a rower does not have the skill to
apply them to inseasing the speed of the boat. Very often lightweight
crews are successful against heavpveights, particularly in singles and
pairs, showingthat technical skill and a feeling for the boat can be the
decisive factors.

The coach should concentnte on the fundamentals of rowing tech-
nique, rather than too many unimpOrtant details. Wc are Confident
ttrit ttre material provided here is enough to produce succcssful crews.

Stickingwith just the fundamentals seems to be the most efficientway
to coach. ln fact, manyocperienced, succeSsful coaches admit that over
the yea6 they have simplified their teaching techniques. For these

reasons, coaches should have a thorough knowledge and understand'
ing of the basic principles of rowing technique. They should have a
very strong image of the rowing stroke and should be able to transfer
this image to their rowers in simple, easy-to-understand language-

Although the technique of scglling and sweep rowing are essentially
the same, I recommend the sfmmetrical movement of sculling forbe-
ginners. Therefore, this Basic Rowing Technique section presents a

iescription of sorlling technique with some additional comments for
$^reep rowing.

A Description of the Basic, Theesentialprincipleofa rowingstyleisthatallmotionsarerelated
Natural Styta tothe speeOoftneboat Afterthebladeissecurelylockedinttrewater,

the bodi suspended berween the footstretchers and oa rhand le, m oves

toward iire U6w; the leg drive and this suspension therefore propel the

boat. While the legs are going down, all the other muscles are

providing firm conniction t; the-oar handle. Toward the end of the

ieg drive-the upper body svrings open, and is finally followed by a

squeezing of the arms ai tne rinisn. This way, all groups of muscles

work in i logical, sequential harmony, overlapping e3!h other and

creating steady presure on the blade throughout the drive'



Phases of the Stroke

Entry

We will all now examine, one by one, the phases of the stroke cycle and
provide a few very basictechnical o<planations. We will concentrate
on the "natural style.'

Figure I - The Entry Position

Sorlling
. Find a natural body position, reaching from the hips (body angle)
with a slightly curved upper body.
. Sit tall and relaxed using your total height and reach.
. Use good compression; shins should be almost vertical.

Sweep Rowlng (additional comments)
. Ke€p your outside shoulder high using a slight rotation toward
the end of oar handle.
. Both arms should be stnight and outstretched.

The blades enterthewateratthe maximum ofyour reach. There should
be no body lift to put the blades into the water; only the hands should
lift the oar handle to put the blade in the water. The speed of entry into
the water is critical so as not to lose length. The efficiency of the leg
drive is lost if the blade is not buried in the water.

I
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First Half of the Drive

Second Half of the Drive

Figure 2 - The Fint Half of the Drive

Scnlling
. After the entry of the blade into the water, the body weight is trans-
mitted to the footstretcilers using the force of the legs.
. The muscles of the back, shoulders and arms ,ust hold firmly
providing a good connection benveen the legs and the blade.
. There is no significant upper body lift (open ing the angle between the
chest and the thighs).
. All motion should be very horizontal.

Figure 3 - The Second Half of the Drive
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Finish and Release

Sotlling
. The slcond half of the drive is the strongest, most efficient part of the
stroke.
. Continuation of the horizontal drive, body weight hanging on
smight arms.
. It will appear aS if the body sving "takes over" from the leg drive-
. The upper body is in a vertical or dose-to-vertical position.

Sweep Rowing (additional commen6)
. Both arms are sffiight and stretched.
. Marimum tension is on the outside arm (longer leverage).

Figure 4 - The Finish and Release

. Legs and back finish their work almost simultaneously.

. Handsshouldcontinuethe lastinchesof the drawwith good suppoa
against the footstretchers.
o Ke€p the body in a tall position about 10 degrees past vertical; your
head and chest should be behind the oar handles (no slouching).
. Semi-circular motion of release occurs in front of the body without
touching it.

Sweep Rowing (additional commenb)
. Thi outside shoulder should be slightly higher than the inside-
. The outside forearm is level; keep a high elbow position.
. Inside elbow goes down through the plane of the body.
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First Half of the Recovery

As you can see in Figure 4, the b.od-l is in the "lay back" position'

;ilirg ior the nanoiio get away before starting to move out of the

bow.Thiswillpreventtheverycommonmistakeoforttingoffthe
finish and rushing the body out of the bow'

Figure 5 - The First Half of Recovery

Sculling
. outsuetchecl arms (not locked) are pulling the upper body forward

to in. proper forwardbody angle;_then the slide to the stern begins'

. ri.n&-ubperbody-itide - all ii a fluid sequence of movement - make-

up the fint Part of recovery.

Sweep Rowing
. fni outsidJshoulder is slightly higher than the inside'

. The ouside .t* it totttty 6usiret-hed as hands go over the knees

. Inside arm is still slightly bent.

Figures5and6showtwoveryimportantpointsofthe.firstpartof
,.Zo*r.ty. Although these drawingsire a.little exaggented' in pradice

all motions are very n"lO *C foll6w each other in a continuous cycle'
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Second Half of Recovery

Blade Work

Figure 5 - The Second Half of Recovery

. The seat has covered half the distance benn een finish and entry:

. Arms are stretched fonvard.

. The body has completed the fonuard reach (total body angle is set).

Sweep Rowing
. The ousideshouldershouldbeatthe maximum of its forward reach,
slightly ahead of the lnside.
. Ke€p both arms outstretched without locking the elbows.

Blade work is a skill that has a dired impact on the movement and
speed of the boat- For this reason many coaches pay much more
attentlon to corect blade \^'ork than to the body motio n. Yet very o ft en
the blade work is a direct reflectlon of what is happening inside the
boat. Therefore, it is often posible to change either the body work or
the blade work, and have the other one be changed at the same time.

The following is a description of comct blade work:

Recovery During the recovery the blade tnvels toward the bow in a smooth,
horizontal plane at a steady height. There should be enough dearance
to allow an easy squaring of the btade beforc the entry without
skimming the surface of the water.

Squaring The squarin& or turning of the oar so that the blade is perpendicular
to the watef s surface, should start when the hands pass over the an kles

and it should be ocecuted at a constant speed, and gradually, during the
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Entry

Drive

Release

last part of the recovery. Squaring the blade should neither slow
down nor stop the motion of the blade ("hanging') before the
entry into the watet.

The entry of the blade into thewatershould be done quickly and
as a continuation of the recovery. It should be well synchronized
with thespeed of the boat, withouttoo much backsplash or front
splash. For beginners, however, some minimal back splash is
suggested, to make certain that they don't miss water. use the
gryity of the weight of the blade, instead of power, to place the
oar in the water. "Scooping" the blade's entry into the water
should be followed with immediate horizontal power application
(leg drive) once it is fully covered.

While executing the drive, the blade should remain buried in the
water, moving horizontally and at an even depth of approxi-
mately three to four inches. In order to maintain steady pressu re
the drive should gradually accelerate from the entry to the final
push of the boat, to stay with the accelention of the boat iself.

The release of the blade from the water should follow the last
'push' of the drive. The release should be a quick, clean, fluid
motion of the blade up and out of thewater while still square. The
feather - tuming the oar so the blade is parallel to the water's
surface - follows sequentially after the blade leaves the water.

The whole path of the blade should be very horizontal during the
drive, as well as during the recovery. It should be connected by
semicircular ends (entry release) where the blade changes is di-
rection. The whole motion, squaring entry drive release, and
feathering should be related to the speed of the boat and the
stroke nte. Most beginning rowers, however, feather too soon
and too quickly in relation to the speed of the boat, and end up
feathering while the blade is still under water. Some coaches
deiibentely e{aggerate the speed of entry or release at a low stroke
nte, hoping that when the athletes row at a higher cadence, the
entry and release will be corect. We discourage this exercise.

The most common mistake related to the entry is "hanging" or
"skying" before the entry. The blade misses the water, then
"chases and hi6," trying to get some grip on the water.

There are sevenl posible reasons for this problem:

. Squaring too late, caused by a lack of feeling for the run of the
boat and mising the best point to lock it in.

. Dropping the hands and shoulders, caused by reaching at the
last moment before the catch. In most cases this is caused by in-
sufficient reach during the first part of the recovery.
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. carrringthe blades too close to the water level in the middle of
the recovery and then looking for dearance to be able to square

iust before the entry.

Phyaical Laws

Forces in Rowing

what follows is a brief simplification of physical laws as they
relate to the movement of the boal This subi ect will be expa nded
upon in Letret U and Level III. During the rowing stroke rycle, a

rower is moving on the slide bachrard and fonvard. During his
movdment ln the directlon of the bow of the boat, the boat is
propelled forward-

F(force) = m(mass) x a(accderation toward the bow) = Positive
Force

The boat decelentes when the same mass accelerates in the
opposite dLection, especially in the last part of the slide.

F = m x a (toward the stern) = Negadve Force

It is alnost tmposible to reduce negadve force completely. There
wtlt always be some checking of the boat, slowing it down a little.
It is the degree of chectdng that separates good crews from poor
ones. A controlledsltde, corect entry of the blade into the water

@efure anypressure on theftotstrctchers) and immedlate change
of direcdon of the body mass toward the bow of the boat
(suspendtngthebody m2(s on the oar handle) will reduce nega-
tive force.

-,-r
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Velocity of the Boat

If not done correctly, a rower will arrive at the catch and at the
moment that he is supposed to reverse the direction of his mass

toward the bow, a'check' in the boat occurs. This could be due
to:

. The blade not being locked in the water

. The upper body mass continuing to tnvel fonrard, even though
it has stopped (perhaps even revesed) the slide. This could be

created by the slide rushing toward the catch.

This mistake, of course, is magnifiedwith the increased mass of the
rower, which ctplains why so often some very large rowers cannot
move the boat, and cannot win the race. This is due to checking
the boat, making the boat "heavy," caused by poor technique
nther than b1l lack of effort.

Velocity of the
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Figure 8 - The Velocity of the Boat

The effect of these forces (positive and negative) on the velocity of
the boat is not constant, but instead has some significant Patterns.
The entry occurs during the deceleration phase and additional
slowing of the boat speed follows the entry. The boat starts accel'
erating during the rest of the drive and continues after the release,

during the first part of the recovery. Crews that have very good
technique show smallervariations from the Siven average velocity.

The basic rowing technique presented here is a quite logical,
natural approach. There is no room for dnmatic, abrupt motions
which wbutO be in conflict with the speed of the boat. Body
actions, blade motions, seat movements must all be in harmony
with the speed of the shell.

Level lI will go into more details on rowing technique including a

detailed discussion of the movement of the boat.
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Average Velociry =
4.67 metas / sec.


